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Review Essay
The Home Frontier: Households, Gender,
and National Expansion in the Early Republic

M I C H A E L A . B L A A K M A N

Home Rule: Households, Manhood, and National Expansion on the
Eighteenth-Century Kentucky Frontier. By Honor Sachs. (New Haven,

CT: Yale University Press, 2015. Pp. xv � 193. Cloth, $25.00.)

The Threshold of Manifest Destiny: Gender and National Expansion
in Florida. By Laurel Clark Shire. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl-

vania Press, 2016. Pp. ix � 273. Cloth, $49.95.)

The classic tale of American expansion measured frontier development

as a succession of individual men: “waves” of frontiersmen marching

“single file” in a westward “procession of civilization.” While frontier

mythology depicted the West as a purely masculine realm, erasing gen-

dered relations of power, early American gender ideology actively

obscured women’s significance beyond the home. Historians of the early

American West have spent decades dismantling these myths, recovering

the social histories of white and Native women in borderlands regions

and illuminating dynamics of gender, sex, and power on the frontier.

And yet despite those essential contributions, parts of the field continue

to treat women’s and gender history as separate from the main narrative.

When it comes to the formal politics and policy of expansion and dispos-

session in the early republic, most scholarship has centered on the stories

of white and Native men.1

1. Frederick Jackson Turner, “The Significance of the Frontier in American
History (1894),” in The Frontier in American History (New York, 1921), 1–38,
quotations on 12.
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Recent studies by Honor Sachs and Laurel Clark Shire exemplify the
ways a new generation is reinterpreting the political history of early
national expansion, rightfully placing both women and men—and the
gendered power relations between them—at its center. Their landmark
contribution is to frame the household, not the vaunted individual fron-
tiersman of American lore, as the basic conceptual unit of U.S. settler
colonialism. Focusing on Kentucky and Florida, respectively, Sachs and
Shire explore the ubiquitous but often overlooked language of domestic
order—ideal, complete households governed by hierarchical relation-
ships between patriarchs and dependents—in expansionist rhetoric and
policies. And they dissect the family unit, taking a critical look at how
relations within the home affected frontier politics beyond it. In doing
so, these historians braid together several strands of recent scholarship:
social histories of women’s work and household economies on and off
the frontier; cultural histories of masculinity and national expansion; and
political histories of the connections among gender, household gover-
nance, and the state.2

2. On women’s work and household economies: Jeanne Boydston, Home and
Work: Housework, Wages, and the Ideology of Labor in the Early Republic (New
York, 1990); Joan Cashin, A Family Venture: Men and Women on the Southern
Frontier (New York, 1991); John Mack Faragher, Women and Men on the Overland
Trail (New Haven, CT, 1979); Faragher, Sugar Creek: Life on the Illinois Prairie
(New Haven, CT, 1986); Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Within the Plantation House-
hold: Black and White Women of the Old South (Chapel Hill, NC, 1988); Ellen
Hartigan-O’Connor, The Ties That Buy: Women and Commerce in Revolutionary
America (Philadelphia, 2009); Joan Jensen, Loosening the Bonds: Mid-Atlantic
Farm Women, 1750–1850 (New Haven, CT, 1986); Seth Rockman, Scraping By:
Wage Labor, Slavery, and Survival in Early Baltimore (Baltimore, 2009). Impor-
tant works on masculinity and national expansion include Amy Greenberg, Mani-
fest Manhood and the Antebellum American Empire (New York, 2005); Kristin
Hoganson, Fighting for American Manhood: How Gender Politics Provoked the
Spanish–American and Philippine–American Wars (New Haven, CT, 1998); Amy
Kaplan, “Manifest Domesticity,” American Literature 70 (Sept. 1998), 581–606;
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, This Violent Empire: The Birth of an American
National Identity (Chapel Hill, NC, 2010). Much of the best work on gender,
race, households, and governance has come from historians of the American
South. Leading studies include Laura F. Edwards, Gendered Strife and Confusion:
The Political Culture of Reconstruction (Urbana, IL, 1997); Edwards, The People
and Their Peace: Legal Culture and the Transformation of Inequality in the Post-
Revolutionary South (Chapel Hill, NC, 2009); Thavolia Glymph, Out of the House
of Bondage: The Transformation of the Plantation Household (New York, 2008);
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By peering into frontier households, Sachs and Shire show that no

part of national expansion was untouched by gender, and that women

were central agents and crucial symbols in the aspects of frontier history

most stubbornly understood as exclusively male: labor and law; property

and war; the rhetoric, policy, and work of displacing Native peoples and

building settler societies and polities in their stead. They offer historians

a model for using the lens of the household to integrate women into the

political narrative of U.S. expansion, and to uncover the centrality of

gender in the policies that helped make the early republic an empire.

In Home Rule: Households, Manhood, and National Expansion on the
Eighteenth-Century Kentucky Frontier, Honor Sachs asks why the ideal

of the orderly household saturated western political rhetoric between

1776 and the rise of the Jeffersonians in 1800. With narrative flair and a

page count perfect for the undergraduate classroom, she explores how

that ideal was built and tested in Kentucky (part of Virginia until 1792,

when it became the first state west of the Appalachians). Kentucky

migrants sought a better poor man’s country, and they did mean a man’s
country. Western boosters, whose sensational writings Sachs reads

closely, depicted Kentucky as a place where abundant “open” land

offered each white man the chance to acquire a family-sized farm. That

land would allow him to support a household of dependents, whose

deference and labor he would, in turn, command. According to this

yeoman ideal, the family-sized farm would grant its head of household

economic independence and a stake in community decision-making.

Property ownership thus undergirded both citizenship and manhood.

But as Sachs shows, frontier realities dashed settlers’ hopes. Indian

warfare did not abate after peace with Britain in 1783, and the continued

fighting destabilized gender roles and shattered households. Men were

pulled away from home, leaving women and slaves vulnerable and some-

times forced to fight. Warfare orphaned and widowed many, such as Ann

Wilson Poague Lindsey McGinty, whose very name became a record

of frontier casualties as it lengthened through each of four marriages.

Meanwhile, Virginia’s complex land laws favored lawyers, politicians,

Anne F. Hyde, Empires, Nations, and Families: A History of the North American
West (Lincoln, NE, 2011); Stephanie McCurry, Masters of Small Worlds: Yeoman
Households, Gender Relations, and the Political Culture of the Antebellum South
Carolina Low Country (New York, 1995); Bethel Saler, The Settlers’ Empire: Colo-
nialism and State Formation in America’s Old Northwest (Philadelphia, 2014).
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and those who knew them. Absentee speculators engrossed the best

lands. The roughly three-quarters of white men in Kentucky who owned

no land at all were locked out of political participation, consigned to

tenancy, and left wallowing in wage labor alongside white women and

free and enslaved black people. Moreover, Spanish control of the Missis-

sippi River kept farmers from floating their surplus produce to market,

leaving it hard to make agriculture profitable. “Ordinary white men envi-

sioned that they would be transformed into masters on the Kentucky

frontier,” Sachs writes (40). But far from the best poor man’s country, it

seemed to be a country that made men poor. With impressive archival

work in county court and poor-relief records, Sachs shows that this bar-

rage of adversities wrought havoc on the household ideal, strengthening

wives’ and slaves’ ability to pursue their own interests. White men who

had sought a patriarchal paradise instead found themselves “stripped

of the traditional markers of household authority” (11). If this was the

reality of the West, many wondered, did American manhood mean any-

thing at all?

Struggling Kentuckians laid these problems at the feet of distant gov-

ernments: the commonwealth of Virginia and the national government.

National leaders, for example, seemed unwilling or unable to crush

Indian resistance and to ensure access to Mississippi navigation. In polit-

ical petitions, westerners made the ideal of household order into a potent

language of white male grievance, and used family metaphors to make

claims on the state. They accused government of failing to create the

conditions in which they could protect and provide for their dependents,

and thus enjoy power within the home and autonomy beyond it. Sachs

claims that this knot of broken obligations and stymied manhood

explains why Kentuckians flirted with secession in the 1780s and 90s,

threatening to cast their lot with a new parent state—either the British or

Spanish empire—that might better support their ambitions to household

mastery. Frontier separatism, Sachs argues, emerged from a crisis of

domestic authority.

Kentuckians ultimately found a solution to their deep-seated social

and political problems not in disunion but in statehood. When Congress

agreed to admit Kentucky as the nation’s fifteenth state, poor westerners

faced “an opportunity to remedy the erosion of status they had suffered

in western migration” (125). Sachs argues that debates about Kentucky

state-building became debates about the meaning of manhood itself.

What form of government would help men be men? And what kind of
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men were fit to be in charge: learned and moneyed elites, or common

working men? In particular, constitution-writing forced the question of

voting rights. In 1792, Sachs shows, Kentucky elites proposed an expan-

sive franchise—without property qualifications—deliberately to quell the

anxieties of landless men. Universal male suffrage “would give struggling

men the status they craved,” bolstering their authority over women and

patriarchal order within the home (132). Enshrining the political prerog-

atives of manhood won legitimacy for the Kentucky government and the

American union. Moreover, it diffused class tensions without addressing

the real sources of economic inequality, like disparities in landowner-

ship. A few years later, Kentuckians asserted that this newly democratic

political order also championed white supremacy and black slavery. In

1798 they passed a strict new slave code, and while revising the state

constitution in 1799 they stripped the vote from free nonwhite men. In

Kentucky, poor white men accepted political equality coupled with racial

and gender privilege as a salve for household disorder and wounded

masculinity.

Of course, as scholars such as Rosemarie Zagarri, Catherine Allgor,

Simon Newman, and David Roediger have shown, this exclusionary

democratization is a deal that white men rich and poor struck throughout

the new nation. Sachs demonstrates that such exclusions stemmed from

struggles within the household, and integrates the racial and gendered

dimensions of this story better than any previous historian. But at times

it’s unclear precisely when and why the frontier mattered to this mix.

The mix clearly did matter to the frontier: Sachs shows that making

white manhood the basis of egalitarian democracy helped tie a volatile

border region to U.S. sovereignty and kept disgruntled frontiersmen

invested in republican government. What’s less certain is whether we

should consider westward expansion a necessary cause for creating an

American political culture with household patriarchy and racial and gen-

der inequality at its heart. How much of this national development

should we attribute to the frontier experience? Sachs claims that “the

processes of deliberate political exclusion that took root and blossomed

in Kentucky would soon spread across the early republic” (150). But

Home Rule does not prove that those developments in other parts of the

nation—from coastal cities to rural hinterlands—stemmed from Kentucky

seeds. In regions far distant from frontier chaos, other forces destabilized

households and catalyzed the political promotion of white manhood.

Perhaps this point is as much a compliment as a critique; to put it
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another way, the significance of Sachs’s argument far transcends the
state-level case study she uses to make it.3

There’s no question, however, that the household ideal shaped U.S.
imperialism for decades. Laurel Clark Shire demonstrates its persistence
a generation later in The Threshold of Manifest Destiny: Gender and
National Expansion in Florida. Shire’s study begins in 1821, when
Spain ceded its Florida claims to the United States. Eager to wipe out a
hostile Indian power, to eliminate a refuge for fugitive slaves, and to
acquire new plantation lands, Americans spent the following three dec-
ades terrorizing and displacing the peninsula’s Seminoles and black
Seminoles. For Shire, the significance of the household ideal lay less in
its ability to mitigate economic inequality among whites, and more in its
ability to justify, achieve, and whitewash this violent conquest. More-
over, Shire emphasizes that white women were essential to expansion
and Indian removal as both symbols and agents. Shire captures her argu-
ment with the phrase “expansionist domesticity.” National policy lever-
aged gendered ideas about the home in the service of Manifest Destiny.
Meanwhile, settler women built houses, families, and communities, lend-
ing permanence to the U.S. appropriation of Indigenous land.

The book’s first half explores how race and gender intersected in the
logic of expansionist domesticity. The thematic structure of these three
chapters helps Shire catalog the legal and cultural forces at play, but
makes it tough for readers to follow the invasion of Florida as a chrono-
logical tale. Shire begins with the creation of a property regime that
would stoke slavery’s expansion into the region. Florida’s territorial leg-
islature forged a “hybrid legal system,” granting married white women
the separate property rights that colonists had enjoyed under Spanish
civil law (32). Examining women’s economic activity and lawsuits in
Florida court records, Shire argues that women’s property rights served
the interests of the imperialist state, helping settler households to trans-
mit, accumulate, and protect property in enslaved people and in Semi-
nole land.

3. Catherine Allgor, Parlor Politics: In Which the Ladies of Washington Help
Build a City and a Government (Charlottesville, VA, 2000); Simon Newman,
Parades and the Politics of the Street: Festive Culture in the Early American Repub-
lic (Philadelphia, 1997); David Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the
Making of the American Working Class (New York, 1991); Rosemarie Zagarri,
Revolutionary Backlash: Women and Politics in the Early American Republic (Phil-
adelphia, 2007).
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Shire then turns to the significance of gender and households in pro-

moting the Second U.S.–Seminole War (1835–42). Newspapers, diaries,

and correspondence sensationalized frontier warfare, portraying white

women stripped and scalped within rough-hewn cabins, infant blood

spilled by tomahawks, bodies mutilated and houses burned. These

“depredation narratives” depicted Indians as savage enemies and painted

U.S. invaders in sympathetic tones. By planting the idea of a civilized,

vulnerable, and female-gendered domestic space in the heart of contested

territory, such accounts framed an expansionist war as a defensive act—

the safeguarding of supposedly innocent families—and legitimized the

crushing of Native resistance. Seminoles, of course, have remembered

the “White Wars” quite differently. A chapter based on oral histories

shows that Seminole historical memory reverses white narratives of vic-

timization, seeing the U.S.–Seminole Wars more accurately as a cam-

paign of conquest that violated Native homes.

The second half of the book charts how this gendered rhetoric shaped

federal policies for the settler invasion of Florida. In 1836, suffused in

news of suffering widows and deprived dependents, Congress authorized

rations for white “victims” fleeing the war. Refugees grew to depend on

this aid, which the military later leveraged to coax settler households

back into dangerous regions of the peninsula. White women were essen-

tial to this strategy. They planted crops, birthed children, and completed

the households that signaled permanent settlement. This “landscape of

supposedly apolitical domestic spaces” was meant to clinch the conquest

of Florida (172). Attempts to make domesticity a tool of imperialism

culminated in the 1842 Armed Occupation Act (AOA). Missouri Demo-

crat Thomas Hart Benton championed the bill, which promised free

grants of contested land to armed families who built homes and culti-

vated a small tract for five years. Initial drafts of the AOA tried to entice

whole households by offering additional land bounties for settlers’ wives.

This provision epitomizes Shire’s central concept of “expansionist

domesticity.” It’s therefore surprising that she lacks a firm explanation

for why the wives’ bounty was dropped before the AOA finally passed.

Shire does show that Seminole resistance exposed a contradiction

inherent to expansionist domesticity, putting proponents of the free-land

measure in a political bind. On the one hand, given the era’s notions of

female helplessness and the sensationalized tales of Indian violence, the

AOA’s advocates could not openly support weaponizing settler house-

holds. On the other hand, downplaying the potential danger of Seminole
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resistance would undermine the case for giving settlers free land—a cru-

cial incentive. This conundrum may explain why the wives’ bounty was

omitted from the final bill. Ultimately, Benton’s winning argument for

the AOA skirted these contradictions by rhetorically erasing white

women and Seminoles altogether. Instead, it focused exclusively on the

male heads of household who risked themselves to colonize Native

homelands, tapping a long tradition of land grants as a reward for

veterans.

Greater attention to party politics might have illuminated the AOA’s

development, and would have enriched Shire’s account of U.S. imperial-

ism in Florida more broadly. Americans disagreed over the pace and

method of expansion, and over what role the national government should

play in building markets and society in newly acquired territories. In the

era of Manifest Destiny, much of this debate was organized through the

second party system. But Shire does not explore how partisan competi-

tion and ideologies intersected with territorial politics or federal policies

regarding Florida. This seems like a missed opportunity. Did Whigs and

Democrats have different ideas about the function and needs of frontier

households? Were there partisan takes on expansionist domesticity?

Shire doesn’t address these questions, but her sources offer tantalizing

hints. Democrats apparently wanted to ensure that white men would not

slip into idleness, and wanted government to create conditions in which

white men could achieve patriarchal mastery on their own. Whigs, by

contrast, seem to have envisioned a paternalistic relationship between

government and frontier families; they prioritized shielding women and

children from privation and danger, even if that diminished the power of

household patriarchs. Future scholars may build on Shire’s work by ask-

ing whether and why Americans of the early republic disagreed—along

party lines or otherwise—over the proper role of domestic relations in

U.S. expansion. On the whole, though, Shire persuasively shows that

policies like women’s property rights and the AOA linked households to

the government’s interest in territorial conquest, rationalized the violence

of aggressive expansionism, and validated its human and monetary costs.

Both Sachs and Shire assert that their case studies are significant

because they set the precedent for subsequent frontier regions. For

Sachs, domestic relations defined the Kentucky experience in ways that

would “shape the character of sustained territorial expansion” (150).

Likewise, for Shire, “expansion into Florida occurred on the threshold

of what would become a massive westward expansion”; the politics of
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household she investigates there “created and sustained American impe-

rialism” in the nineteenth century (194, 197–98). Neither author

attempts to prove this claim. Nor do they devote much of their analysis

to looking backward in time. But gender scholars investigating settler

households in prerevolutionary North America find similar stories.

Susanah Shaw Romney, for instance, has shown how New Netherland

used Dutch households to assert land claims against Native Americans

and English colonists in the seventeenth century. Like white women in

Shire’s Florida and Sachs’s Kentucky, Romney’s huysvrouwen (“house-

wives”) mattered to imperial politics on the frontier, signaled the per-

manence of white settlement, and justified horrific violence against

Indigenous people.4

Reading the work of Romney, Sachs, and Shire alongside each other

makes domestic gender relations, the political significance of white

households, and the women in them seem remarkably flat across three

centuries of settlement. Yet historians have spent decades analyzing his-

torically specific constructions of womanhood and masculinity and the

reasons they changed over time. These studies therefore pose new ques-

tions for the field to address. Did historical shifts in notions of gender

matter to the politics of settler colonialism? How? What about changing

or divergent ideas of the household itself ? Shire’s evidence hints that

beliefs about settler families differed across partisan political–economic

ideologies. Sachs, meanwhile, leaves us wondering how much the poli-

tics of frontier households differed from those in more domesticated

regions of the early republic. When and why did beliefs about the house-

hold evolve? How did those shifts affect its significance to power and

policy on the frontier? Finally, these books combined suggest that aspira-

tions to household mastery drove national expansion, but that American

empire proved an imperfect vehicle for manhood. This leaves us with a

question that neither book can fully answer: If early Americans were so

committed to the idea of domestic order, why were they consistently

unable to stabilize gendered authority within frontier households?

Sachs and Shire offer the field a promising model for building a truly

intersectional history of frontier politics. By centering households as a

4. Susanah Shaw Romney, “ ‘With & alongside his housewife’: Claiming
Ground in New Netherland and the Early Modern Dutch Empire,” William and
Mary Quarterly 73 (Apr. 2016), 187–224.
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unit of analysis, they demonstrate how scholars can link histories of state

power, policy, and war to our understanding of domestic economies and

the daily experiences of work, want, and racial and gendered power.

Together, these studies offer a new vantage on the young nation’s impe-

rial state. Creating the conditions for white men to enjoy household mas-

tery emerges as the state’s primary, if elusive, purpose. Recalcitrant

Indians, white widows, orphaned children, vagrant men, runaway slaves,

and shattered families became, for frontier settlers, evidence not of eco-

nomic inequality or the violence of conquest and dispossession, but

rather of the state’s failure to serve its citizens. The fact that state power

was tenuous in contested frontier regions—where sovereignty and

authority were often in flux—only raised the stakes of households as a

form of governance. From Kentucky’s constitutions to the Armed Occu-

pation Act, frontier law championed the household ideal and strived to

bolster its internal hierarchies. By situating relations of domestic author-

ity at the center of the politics of national expansion, Sachs and Shire

help elucidate a central paradox of the early republic: the simultaneous

extension of rights to some and their denial to others. Inequalities of race

and gender were not a flaw but rather a feature of egalitarian democracy,

and these apparent contradictions of America’s democratic empire were

laid bare on the home frontier.

M i chae l A. Bla akma n is assistant professor of history at Princeton

University. His first book project, “Speculation Nation: Land Mania in

the Revolutionary American Republic,” received the 2017 SHEAR

Manuscript Prize and is under contract with the University of Pennsylva-

nia Press.
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